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• how to pick repertoire and engage students

• technological tools to help find, learn, record, and perform material



Scott Joplin
1867/68 - 1917

• Sheet Music 
• Piano rolls 
• Audio Recordings 
• Online Centennial 
• Interactive Scores

George and I are going to start out demonstrating changes in recording and publishing over the last 100 years, and then we will finish with some information on two 
projects we’re involved with celebrating the anniversaries of Scott Joplin’s birth and death.



Historical Overview

[  5 minutes ]



picture of Texarkana

1867/68 Texarkana - 1917 New York City

Scott Joplin was born around 1867 around Texarkana on the border between Texas and Arkansas



Joplin’s father was a slave in North Carolina and was freed during the Civil War. Scott was one of the first of his generation to learn to read and write music, and the first 
famous African-American composer. Joplin was a musical prodigy and developed an appreciation for classical music, especially opera.




Ragtime dominated American popular music from late 1890s to late1910s, first unique national style. It combined European harmonies and forms with African 
syncopation, set the stage for jazz 




Here is the the end of his contract from 1899 for his first ragtime composition, Maple Leaf Rag, which a young lawyer helped him negotiate with the publisher John Stark: 
10 free copies, right to buy additional copies for 5 cents each, and a minimum sale price of 25 cents a copy. Most importantly, it included a one-cent royalty, which was 
unusual for black composer.



first edition shows two African American vaudeville dancing stars and their wives. The song became Joplin’s most successful composition, the first ragtime instrumental 
to be generally accepted by public, and the first to sell a million copies. It provided Joplin with a steady income for the rest of his life so he could pay his basic expenses 
and dedicate himself to composing rather than performing. Joplin afterwards was known as the composer of Maple Leaf Rag



More famous cover, the third edition of the sheet music



Maple Leaf Rag

• George Litterst

from épée



Joplin followed Stark to St. Louis and later to New York City in 1907, where he sought relationships with other publishers and tried to get his second opera performed.



He invested his own money in publishing the opera and died penniless and largely forgotten, and was buried in an unmarked grave in St. Michael’s Cemetery in East 
Elmhurst, Queens. Following his death in 1917, Joplin’s music slipped into obscurity, and by 1941 was mostly forgotten




In honor of Joplin’s centennial in 2017 he was honored with a bench in the cemetery.



Early 1940s many jazz bands began to include ragtime in their repertoire and put out ragtime recordings on 78 RPM records. In the 1950s a wider variety of ragtime styles 
were made available on records, and new rags were composed, published, and recorded. Much of the ragtime record in this period is presented in a light-hearted novelty 
style, and looks back on the ragtime era with nostalgia of a supposedly more innocent time. until the ragtime revival of the 1970s. In 1974 ASCAP donated a simple 
bronze plaque to mark his grave.



Rudi Blesch and 
Harriet Janis

By 1949 ragtime had become a subset of “traditional jazz”, also referred to as “Dixieland.” Blesh reissued the music on his small Circle Records label. The book was the 
first social history of the ragtime world and first bio of Joplin. The interviews it includes functions as a primary source of information.



Jo Ann Castle (1959)

Pianists often played it in a virtuosic manner to show off their technique and abilities to improvise. Sometimes hammers were prepared with tacks on out of tune pianos in 
the honky tonk tradition. Here is Jo Ann Castle playing on the Lawrence Welk show and recorded some piano rolls of Joplin’s music for the QRS Celebrity Series.




1st complete collection developed at the New York Public Library, available from Alfred.



Ed Berlin 
2nd Edition

Authoritative biography by musicologist Ed Belin. Get the 2nd edition.



Joshua Rifkin (1970)

• Sold over a million copies 

• Nominated for two Grammys in 
classical categories

William Balcom turned Rifkin on to Joplin. Musicologist and pianist, long interested in jazz. Criticized as stodgy and not swinging by ragtime community. Rifkin followed 
Joplin’s instructions that “it is never correct to play ragtime fast” and stuck closely to the score. Recorded for Nonesuch, a classical label, their first million-seller, followed 
by a second volume. Together the two albums were on the Billboard classical top-selling classical chart for 64 weeks. Instrumental in the Joplin revival.



The Sting (1974)

• Paul Newman and Robert 
Redford 

• Scored by Marvin Hamlisch

Really reached a mass audience when Joplin’s composition “The Entertainer” was included in the soundtrack for “The Sting” and became his best known composition at 
that time.



player Piano roll recording



Compositions

[ start at 8:05, go for 10 minutes ] Compositional depth, originality, sophistication GEORGE




Publishing
• 52 piano pieces + a book of exercises 

• Rags 

• 2-step 

• March 

• Cakewalk 

• Waltz 

• Serenade 

• 16 different publishers 

• 4 pieces self-published

“King of Ragtime Writers”. 18 of his 52 published piano pieces with John Stark

4 himself

Ensemble arrangements hard to trace















• Martin Jäger

from Digital Performer, with this projection



Bethena

• Robert Willey

on iPad audio and projection



Appeal for  
Clasically-Trained Pianists

[  start at 8:15, go fo 5 minutes ] 




Jazz pianists often don’t read two-hand parts well. Classically-trained pianists are well-suited to being interpreters: Lyric melodies benefit from classical tone, everything 
is notated, doesn’t require playing with swing feel of improvising like later styles of jazz, very American - nice addition to your students repertoire



Richard Dowling

Today the leading recitalist is Richard Dowling, a classically-trained pianist who studied at Yale.



Part of Dowling’s concert schedule from his website. Best place to hear him would be in Sedalia, MO festival last weekend in May



Performance Practice

[  start at 8:20, go for 5 minutes ] Recording urtext vs. embellished live performance

• classical vs. novelty piano, recordings vs. live



“Do not play this piece fast. It is never right to  
play Ragtime fast.” —Scott Joplin

Tempo



Embellishments

compare with Bach dance suites on repeats - adding a short run into a note, like a trill or mordent

not required inject performer into piece…Recorded vs. live performance - Dowling. Commonly done in popular ragtime community playing live. They often take liberties 
with the composition.Purists approach it like European art music



Rubato

We don’t know what Joplin would have preferred. Light touches probably OK, like in Chopin Mazurkas.



Pedalling

Sometimes pedaling is indicated, when not the question arises of whether to pedal in order to connect the bass note and chord - richer tone




Advances in Technology

[ start at 8:25, go for 15 minutes ] GEORGE Technologies of the day enabled Joplin to publish sheet music, travel by train, and to record piano rolls. The roll recording 
process in his lifetime was crude at best.




Player piano technology was on the cutting edge in the early 1900s. Many middle class families got them in order to be able to listen to recorded music on paper rolls. 
Roll companies had a style guide that depended on the machinery available. As the pianist played, the rolls was and then edited before punching. They show evidence of 
significant editing - strict rhythm and embellishments by staff musicians to go beyond what a 10-fingered human could play, up to 15 notes at a time. Every note is 
mathematically perfect, uniform note duration. 132 rows per foot



7 rolls - Connorized (1916)
• Maple Leaf Rag 

• Magnetic Rag 

• Weeping Willow 

• Something Doing 

• Ole Miss Rag 

• Pleasant Moment

Joplin was involved in recording rolls of six of his compositions being released under the Connorized label. Embellishments could have been played by Joplin or inserted 
during the editing phase that followed. These player piano rolls have been all converted to MIDI data.



Play “Joplin quantized” version - constant velocities, quantized, extra notes added to make it sound livelier. {switch to HDMI} We can’t tell who the pianist is. GEORGE: 
The piano roll sounds flat on a piano of that period, the operator could affect it by adjusting tempo and dynamic lever on the side and accents. Books were written on 
how the subject of how to be pianolist.



Aeolian Uni-Record label

"Faithful records of the hand performances 
of eminent pianists.”

{Play Joplin version on Disklavier still from HDMI}. The Uni-Record label had a different recording process. As the pianist played the notes were automatically punched 
and the company claimed that the original timing was maintained. By 1902 Joplin may have started to notice a deterioration of coordination in his fingers and his pianistic 
skills were in decline, signs of syphilis that took his life in 1917. Timing of notes in a crude fashion.{ Play Joplin’s Maple Leaf on the Disklavier } recorded a year before he 
died when the effects of syphillis were gradually impacting his the coordination of his fingers and speech. Biographer Blesh describes it as “Shocking.disorganized and 
completely distressing to hear” and not representative of the way Joplin played earlier in his life. He died a year later. GEORGE: As we all know, in the 1920s 
Rachmoninoff recorded on systems with full expression of the artist. 



ENSPIRE

• Disklavier sensitivity 

• 255 positions of the sustain and una corda 
pedals 

• range of 1023 increments of hammer velocity

The Disklavier we have here today is an Enspire model



• Gale Foehner

{Play Gale Foehner (fast and embellished) on Disklavier with HDMI}.



Online Centennial

[ start at 8:40, go for 5 minutes ] ROBERT



1867/68 Texarkana - 1917 New York City

http://scottjoplinarchive.org

Centennial coming to an end, embarking on sesquicentennial of birth

Website archive has performance by 12 pianists from 6 countries - embellished arrangements and and straight performances by leading interpreters: Max Morath (4), 
Joshua Rifkin (2), John Arpin (26). Links to their websites.



http://scottjoplinarchive.org

can find the cover art there, zoom in on any one



Mario Ajero’s  
Piano Sync lecture

• Great Collision Crush March

http://scottjoplinarchive.org

Wireless Video Synce Recording {breeze past next slip Sync worked}



Disklavier Education Network 
Signature MIDI Collection

http://www.yamahaden.com/

Archive has a single performance of each piece, Signature MIDI Collection will have multiple performances.



Interactive Scores

[ start 8:45, go for 5 minutes ] GEORGE switch to iPad
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[ 8:50 ]
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